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David Olive:Hello Marika 
 Marika Konings:Hi David 
 Marika Konings:GNSO Council Meeting - 12 April 2012 
 Joy Liddicoat:Hi Marika 
 Marika Konings:Hello Joy 
 Marika Konings:David Taylor has joined the call 
 Bill Drake:Everyone: Wolfgang let us know he can't make the meeting but due to bad 
timing a) the NCSG chair is probably in bed and b) the NCUC chair is out of the office 
and in contact by phone.  Would anyone object to Wolgang's proxy being given to me 
and we'll provide the completed form post hoc? 
 Alan Greenberg:I'm confused. The verson on the Wiki seems to already have the 
change included! 
 Jeff neuman:I have no objection to what Bill is asking 
 wolf knoben:Bill, ok with me - and the proxy I'm for 
 Jeff neuman:lets just make sure the record is complete with a note after the fact from 
the NCSG Chair  
 Bill Drake:Thanks for understanding Jeff et al 
 Bill Drake:BTW I had eye surgery yesterday and am doped up and one eyed, so 
apologies in advance if I exceed my usual level of incoherence 
 Thomas Rickert:Bill, I hope your eye surgery went well and that you are well soon 
again. 
 Alan Greenberg:Does that imply that after Nov 30th, it could be delayed again? 
Hopefully not. 
 Wendy Seltzer:of course, it can always face a motion for further postponement 
 Mary Wong:I just sent Thomas and my agreed text to Glen. Shd I send also to 
Marika? 
 Marika Konings:Yes, please 
 Marika Konings:In that way I can put it up on the Adobe Connect screen 
 Mary Wong:Cool, thx. I just did! 
 Marika Konings:Haven't received new text yet 
 Marika Konings:Mary, you can now just copy and paste your new text in the middle 
Pod 
 David Taylor:Mary is going to be "upgraded"... the new Mary!!  Can I be upgraded 
also. 
 Mary Wong:Errr going to try 
 Mary Wong:Sori for my technical clunkiness despite my promotion :) 
 Bill Drake:Actually I had Jeff's concern too...the significance of the term isn't 
collectively understoood 
 Alan Greenberg:Given that the same people will likely be interested in this new one, 
that is a REAL resource issue. 
 Alan Greenberg:I thought that Mary accetped removal of the word definition! 
 Mary Wong:Well, I would have accepted a change to "Consideration" 
 Margie Milam:Just confirming-  the Issue Report will just focus on new GTLDs, not 
existing TLDs 
 Mary Wong:Yes, thanks Margie 
 Margie Milam:Excellent-- thanks 
 Mary Wong:Jeff, our SG members are discussing the issue somewhat but we don't 
have a position agreed on or unified comment at this point. 



 Jeff neuman:Thanks Mary.   
 Bill Drake:Uh, shouldn't we hear a reply from staff? 
 Joy Liddicoat:I actually think this conversation is unfair on staff who are on this call 
 Jeff neuman:Joy -  I have not blamed the staff that is on this call 
 Jeff neuman:Our decisions should speak for themselves 
 Marika Konings:A PDP was initiated 
 Marika Konings:at the Costa Rica meeting 
 Marika Konings:next steps have just been delayed per the motion today 
 Joy Liddicoat:Inaccuracies are one thing - but saying htat staff use our decisions for 
their own agendas is, I think, unfair 
 Alan Greenberg:The document says "This has been recognized by the GNSO, as 
that body recently agreed to undertake a formal Policy Development Process (PDP) 
in the matter (see, http://gnso.icann.org/resolutions/#201203). " 
 Mason Cole:hard to understand Margie 
 Bill Drake:unintelligible  
 Alan Greenberg:Margie very garbled. 
 Stéphane Van Gelder:I'm disconnected! 
 Stéphane Van Gelder:A sign that this meeting has gone on too long already I believe 
;) 
 Stéphane Van Gelder:trying to dial back in 
 Glen de Saint Gery:do you want a dial out 
 Stéphane Van Gelder:I'm back in, thanks Glen ;) 
 Mary Wong:Thanks everyone for a good meeting! 
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